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Recreating ancestral proteins
Belinda S.W. Chang and Michael J. Donoghue
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lysozyme should be evident in a
phylogeny of primate lysozyme
sequences, on the lineage leading
to colobine monkeys. By inferring
and comparing ancestral lysozyme
sequences, Messier and Stewart1
were able to demonstrate adaptive change in this lineage. Specifically, they estimated the numbers
of nonsynonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS) substitutions along
each branch using Li’s method2,
and found a dN/dS ratio much
greater than one in the lineage
leading to the colobine monkeys
(Fig. 1). This analysis also reBelinda S.W. Chang and Michael J. Donoghue are
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oped a more rigorous statistical
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function and natural selection
approach to this problem, using
Phylogenies can be used in several
a codon-based maximum likeliways to infer the effects of natural
hood model of evolution4 to deselection on molecular function.
tect elevated dN/dS ratios along
Because directional selection is known to elevate the ratio lineages in a phylogeny. Yang’s method3 uses likelihood
of nonsynonymous to synonymous nucleotide substitu- ratio tests to compare the performance of different likelitions, this ratio can be used as a tool to detect lineages in a hood models, and to determine if the dN/dS ratio for the linmolecular phylogeny along which selection has occurred. eage of interest is elevated compared with other lineages
Cows and langur monkeys convergently evolved foregut in the phylogeny. This approach avoids using reconstructed
fermentation as a mechanism to digest the large amounts ancestral states as if these were actual observations in the
of plant material in their diets; a key component of this calculations of nonsynonymous and synonymous substiinvolved the recruitment of the lysozyme enzyme to digest tution rates. When applied to the primate lysozyme data,
foregut bacteria. Selection for this specialized function of this method showed strong evidence for positive selection

olecular evolution leaves
behind a trail of amino acid
substitutions potentially
rich in information about molecular function. Tracing changes
in protein structure along the
branches of a phylogenetic tree
can provide important insights
into molecular function, and the
role of selection in shaping the
relationship between molecular
structure and function. Recreation
of inferred ancestral proteins
using gene synthesis and protein
expression methods, whose biochemical functions can then be
directly measured in vitro, provides a powerful approach to this
problem.
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Tracing the history of molecular changes using
phylogenetic methods can provide powerful
insights into how and why molecules work the
way they do. It is now possible to recreate
inferred ancestral proteins in the laboratory
and study the function of these molecules.
This provides a unique opportunity to study
the paths and the mechanisms of functional
change during molecular evolution.
What insights have already emerged from
such phylogenetic studies of protein
evolution and function, what are the
impediments to progress and what are the
prospects for the future?
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Fig. 1. The phylogeny of primate lysozyme sequences, showing episodes
of inferred adaptive evolution along the lineages leading to colobine monkeys and hominoids. d N /d S ratios of lineages significantly higher than one
are shown above the thicker lines. Nodes representing the ancestors of
extant primate groups of interest are labeled as follows: Co, colobines; Ce,
cercopithecines; Ho, hominoids; OW, Old World monkeys; Ca, catarrhines.
Ancestral nucleotide sequences were reconstructed using maximum likelihood, and pairwise d N /d S ratios were calculated using Li’s method2. Modified, with permission, from Ref. 1.

in the hominoid lineage; however, although higher than the
ratio calculated over all other lineages, the elevated dN/dS
ratio in the colobine lineage was not significantly greater
than one.
These studies1–4 attempt to detect selection along particular lineages in a phylogeny. Such statistical analyses
can establish when in the evolution of a protein selection
might have acted, but not where in the protein it might
have caused amino acid changes. Nielsen and Yang5 developed a codon-based likelihood method to address the
problem of detecting positively selected amino acid sites
in a protein. Because positive selection should increase
the number of nonsynonymous substitutions relative to
synonymous substitutions at a site, they developed likelihood models that incorporated variable dN/dS ratios across
sites (Box 1). They applied this method to HIV-1 envelope

Box 1. Likelihood models for detecting positively selected
amino acid sites in a protein
Positively selected amino acid sites are usually identified by an elevated
ratio of nonsynonymous-to-synonymous substitutions (d N / d S or v), with a
ratio significantly greater than one implying strong evidence of selection at
that site44. This is in contrast to sites that are highly conserved owing to
functional constraints and thus have few nonsynonymous substitutions,
and to sites evolving neutrally, which would tend towards more equal ratios
of nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions. In their codon-based
maximum likelihood model, Nielsen and Yang5 allow for three categories
of amino acid sites: sites that are conserved (v 5 0), sites evolving neutrally
(v 5 1) and sites that are the targets of positive selection (v .1). The
numerical value of v for the category of positively selected sites is optimized in the likelihood analysis, which indicates the strength of selection
for this category of sites. The accuracy of the inferred assignment of amino
acid sites can be assessed using an empirical Bayesian approach to calculate the posterior probabilities of a site belonging to a particular category.
This provides a measure of confidence that a particular amino acid site was
the target of selection.
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genes from viral variants sequenced at different years after
the infection of a patient. The hypervariable region (V3) of
these envelope genes is thought to be under positive diversifying selection during the course of HIV infection. Using
their likelihood approach, they found strong support for
variable selection intensity among amino acid sites, and
identified positively selected sites not only in the V3 region
but also in the flanking regions of the external glycoprotein
(gp120). Their analysis indicated that selection acted on a
broader region of the envelope gene than previously imagined, and that most of the variability in the hypervariable
V3 region appeared to be neutral.
The likelihood approach developed by Nielsen and
Yang5 has recently been used in identifying specific sites in
plant chitinases that have been subject to selection. In this
case, diversifying selection has been implicated in connection with defense against fungal pathogens. Using this approach5 on a phylogeny of crucifers related to Arabidopsis,
Bishop and colleagues6 were able to identify residues
within the active site cleft with elevated dN/dS ratios, thus
implying positive selection. They suggest that this selection at the active site results from changes in pathogen
defenses against plant chitinolytic activity.
Finally, in addition to determining when in the course of
molecular evolution selection might have acted, and where
in the protein this might have occurred, one would like to
establish with what functional changes specific amino acid
substitutions were associated? These structure–function
questions can be addressed using phylogeny-based comparative methods, but such approaches have received surprisingly little attention in this context. An analysis of the
evolution of opsin pigments provides an example of the
insights that can be gained in this way7.
Visual pigments, which mediate vision in the eye, occur with a diversity of wavelength sensitivities that reflect the visual needs of an animal in its particular environment. Using a comparative phylogenetic approach, Chang
and colleagues7 were able to correlate specific amino
acid substitutions with changes in visual pigment spectral
sensitivities. This involved reconstructing amino acid
changes at particular sites in the protein and looking for
those amino acid changes that were repeatedly associated with shifts in sensitivity towards shorter wavelengths
(Fig. 2). Four sites were identified as showing evidence
of convergently evolved replacements. At these sites,
changes from nonpolar to polar amino acid residues were
repeatedly associated with blue shifts in opsin wavelength
sensitivity. Moreover, the location of these amino acid
residues within the chromophore-binding pocket of the
opsin protein suggested a mechanism for these blue shifts,
involving stabilization of the ground state chromophore
through interactions of polar side chains with its protonated Schiff base moiety. This hypothesis has subsequently been confirmed in laboratory experiments using in
vitro expression techniques and resonance Raman spectroscopy8. This kind of approach, combining comparative
sequencing and mutagenesis techniques, is increasingly
popular for identifying sites in the protein that affect opsin
wavelength sensitivity9,10.

Recreating ancestral proteins
Another approach that has become feasible in recent years
provides an opportunity to examine the function of inferred ancestral proteins directly in the laboratory. In
the studies reviewed here, ancestral gene sequences have
first been inferred, then synthesized, incorporated into an
expression vector and expressed in cell culture. The resulting
TREE vol. 15, no. 3 March 2000
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protein has been purified, and functional assays have been
conducted to compare the activity of recreated proteins
with those proteins present in extant organisms. Although
moving from the statistical inference of ancestral proteins
to their actual synthesis in the laboratory is a major step,
this can provide unique information about the context in
which adaptive replacements might have occurred, and
can provide other structure–function information difficult
to obtain using more traditional molecular methods. The
potential payoffs have inspired a small, but rapidly growing, number of laboratory studies in this area.
An early study incorporating elements of this approach
was that of Adey and colleagues11 on L1 retroposon [long
interspersed (repetitive) element 1] promoters. The F-type
subfamily of L1 retroposons, found scattered throughout
the mouse genome, is known to be inactive. Adey and colleagues11 hypothesized that present-day retroposons in
the mouse genome are inactive because of the accumulation of mutations in their promoter sequences. To approximate an ancestral F-type promoter they constructed
a consensus sequence based on an alignment of existing
promoters thought to have been active most recently. By
contrast to all existing promoters in this subfamily, they
found [in assays using the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) reporter gene] that the inferred ancestral Ftype promoter was indeed functional.
The use of a consensus sequence as an estimate of
the ancestral promoter was possible in this study because
they focused on a region with low sequence divergence.
At higher levels of divergence, consensus sequences will
generally contain too much uncertainty (i.e. ambiguity at
particular sites), and explicitly phylogenetic methods are
crucial.
One such study, by Jermann and colleagues12, aimed to
identify changes in the function of ribonucleases (RNases)
related to the evolution of ruminant digestion in artiodactyls (Fig. 3). Ruminant digestion is known to generate
increased amounts of RNA, requiring higher levels of specialized RNases to aid in digestion. To investigate the relationship between these specialized digestive RNases in
artiodactyls, and other nondigestive RNase enzymes in animals lacking ruminant digestion, Jermann and colleagues12
used maximum parsimony to infer the sequences of ten
ancestral RNases (a–j, Fig. 3), which they then synthesized
in the laboratory. Given the ancient divergences involved
(which can be a problem for reconstruction methods13),
they first conducted several experimental assays to show
that these were indeed functional ancestral proteins. To
do this, they demonstrated that in addition to displaying
normal levels of catalytic activity against single-stranded
RNA, the synthesized ancestral proteins also possessed
thermal stabilities comparable with present-day digestive
RNases. However, in one functional assay the ancestral
proteins did show a significant difference from presentday digestive RNases in ruminants. This difference was
especially marked in the early ancestral proteins (ancestors
h, i and j in Fig. 3). Catalytic activity against double-stranded
RNA was found to be greatly increased in these ancestors,
a feature that appears to have been subsequently lost in
the lineage leading to ruminants. Although the adaptive
significance of this catalytic activity against duplex RNA
remains unclear, it is characteristic of other non-digestive
RNases, such as bovine seminal RNase (Ref. 12). This implies that contemporary digestive RNases in ruminants
might have arisen from nondigestive ancestors, which
were co-opted for a new digestive role concurrent with the
evolution of ruminant digestion.
TREE vol. 15, no. 3 March 2000
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Fig. 2. A simplified phylogeny of vertebrate opsin sequences, showing convergent patterns of evolution at site 124 associated with blue shifts in opsin
wavelength sensitivity. Amino acid reconstructions were obtained using parsimony, and are shown above each ancestral node with a representation of the
amino acid side-chain conformation. Each box represents a clade of opsin
sequences with similar spectral properties. Convergent replacements
occurred in two lineages leading to short-wavelength opsins – blue and violet.
These replacements were from nonpolar amino acids, such as alanine, to
highly polar amino acids containing a hydroxyl group (-OH), such as serine and
threonine. These convergent substitutions were inferred to be adaptive
because they are both associated with shifts in opsin spectral sensitivity
towards shorter wavelengths. This theory, along with the model explaining the
molecular mechanisms underlying these blue shifts, has subsequently been
confirmed by laboratory studies8. Modified, with permission, from Ref. 7.

Synthesizing an entire family of ancestral sequences
is particularly useful for examining patterns of molecular
function across the phylogeny. It can also be useful (and
practical) to focus on one or more nodes of special interest, where a particular change in function is predicted
to have occurred. Chandrasekharan and colleagues14 focused on synthesizing the protein inferred for one ancestral node of particular interest in a phylogeny of leukocyte
serine proteases. These enzymes are known to cleave peptide bonds at the C-termini of aromatic residues, such as
Phe (phenylalanine), Tyr (tyrosine) and Trp (tryptophan).
Chymases, which form a distinct group within the larger
family of mast cell serine proteases, include some members, such as human chymase, that display highly selective
hydrolysis of specific peptide bonds such as the Phe8-His9
bond in Angiotensin I to form Angiotensin II. By contrast,
other members, such as rat chymase-1, do not show such
highly specific activity and instead readily degrade both
Angiotensin I and II.
Chandrasekharan et al.14 tested the hypothesis that
early serine proteases were simple degradative enzymes,
and that more specialized functions, such as restricted
substrate specificities, were only acquired later in evolution. They used parsimony to infer the sequence of the
ancestor to the chymase family, and showed in the laboratory that it could convert a specific substrate (i.e. Angiotensin I to Angiotensin II) with high efficiency. This indicates that chymases evolved from an ancestor with highly
specific activity, with some members of the family losing
this specificity later in evolution. This argues against the hypothesis that serine proteases always evolved from general
to more specific functions.
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Fig. 3. Phylogeny of RNase sequences in artiodactyls. Ten ancestral proteins (a–j) were inferred using parsimony at the amino acid level. True ruminant artiodactyls are shaded in grey. The ancestors ‘h’, ‘i’ and ‘j’ were found
to possess a fivefold increase in catalytic activity against duplex RNA, relative
to more recent ruminant ancestors such as ‘g’. A reduction in activity against
duplex RNA is thought to have been concurrent with the evolution of ruminant
digestion in artiodactyls. Modified, with permission, from Ref. 12.

Where possible, it is preferable to reconstruct entire sequences, because this allows changes to be viewed in the
context of the entire ancestral protein. However, it is not always possible to reconstruct an entire ancestral sequence
reliably at all sites in the protein. In such cases, a complementary approach that is becoming popular is to use sitedirected mutagenesis to reconstitute a few key amino acid
substitutions without reconstructing and synthesizing entire ancestral molecules. For example, Dean and Golding15
investigated the evolution of eubacterial NADP-dependent
isocitrate dehydrogenases using this approach. Comparing
the X-ray crystallographic structure of Escherichia coli isocitrate dehydrogenase (which uses NADP as a substrate)
with that of a distantly related protein, isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (which uses NAD as a substrate), they identified key residues in the coenzyme binding pockets that appeared to interact with the nucleotide substrate. The same
residues that appeared important for coenzyme specificity
based on such structural predictions, were also found to be
amino acid replacements in ancestral sequences inferred
using maximum likelihood. Using site-directed mutagenesis,
they showed that specifically changing these residues, in
either coenzyme, inverted its binding specificity.

Inferring ancestral sequences
A crucial step in all such studies is the inference of ancestral
protein sequences. If great care is not taken at this stage in
the analysis, the rest of the analysis will be compromised
and the results could even be misleading. The inference step
is perhaps especially crucial when the plan is to proceed to
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recreate ancestral proteins in the lab. Such studies require
a greater commitment of time and of money, and their feasibility and value will depend heavily on obtaining as accurate and unambiguous an inference as possible.
In an ideal situation, one would start with a well supported phylogeny and the relevant ancestral sequences
would be unambiguously determined. However, this is rarely
the case. Given that a typical protein is composed of hundreds of amino acid sites, all of whose ancestral states must
be inferred, it is extremely rare that all sites can be reconstructed unambiguously. Moreover, often the most interesting evolutionary changes in biochemical function do not occur at extremely low levels of sequence divergence, where
ancestral states are more easily inferred. This can be a
problem, particularly when not only are the sequences
highly diverged but also the rates of evolution vary13.
Our intention is not to provide a comprehensive review
of phylogenetic methods or methods for inferring ancestral
states, because these can be found elsewhere16–19. Instead,
we highlight methodological considerations we believe to
be most directly relevant when the goal is to proceed to reconstruct sequences in the lab. One obvious source of error
in inferring ancestral states is the lack of resolution of the
tree itself or the existence of a variety of plausible trees. If
this problem cannot be overcome, it seems highly advisable
to thoroughly explore the sensitivity of the inferred ancestral
sequences to alternative resolutions of poorly supported
nodes in the tree20,21. Even when one has great confidence in
a single tree, there might still be ambiguity in inferences of
ancestral states at particular internal nodes. Here, we focus
attention on ways to proceed in the face of such ambiguity.
Parsimony methods evaluate phylogenetic relationships
and ancestral state assignments based on the amount of evolutionary change along the branches of the tree – specifically,
trees or ancestral states that require the fewest changes
are preferred16. Although weighted parsimony methods and
the use of step-matrices can accommodate rather complex
models of character change, it is difficult to correct for
multiple substitutions at a site in an explicit model of evolution or to take branch lengths into consideration17,22–26.
Furthermore, in practice it is clear that equivocal assessments of ancestral states are common using parsimony.
Even a small percentage of such ambiguities scattered along
an entire sequence could yield a large number of combinations, which might then require the examination of a large
number of proteins in the lab. For these reasons, it is important to consider alternative strategies to narrow down
the possibilities20,23,27.
Likelihood methods use a likelihood score as an optimality criterion, calculated according to a specified model of
evolution28. This likelihood score represents the probability
of observing the sequence data, given a particular tree topology and model of evolution, and is maximized in reconstructing phylogenetic relationships and ancestral sequences.
Likelihood methods rely on an explicit model of evolution,
and also make use of branch length information. An explicit
model allows the incorporation of knowledge of the mechanisms and constraints acting on coding sequences, as well
as the possibility of comparing the performance of different
models (Box 2)21,25,27. This means that sites that have ambiguous ancestral state assignments under parsimony can
be explored under different models in likelihood20,27, thus
making use of specific probabilities associated with particular ancestral reconstructions. This information can be
extremely useful in narrowing down to one or a few reconstructions for the purpose of designing ancestral proteins
for synthesis in the lab.
TREE vol. 15, no. 3 March 2000
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If differences in ancestral reconstructions depend on
the choice of evolutionary model, then choosing a realistic
model is crucial. Not surprisingly, this has recently been a
focus of attention. Likelihood models describe molecular
evolution at three different levels: nucleotide, amino acid
and codon. Nucleotide models28–33 range in complexity from
those assuming equal base frequencies and equal rates of
transition and transversion29, to those incorporating unequal numbers of substitutions among all the different
classes of nucleotides in the rate matrix32 and those allowing for nonstationary base composition33. Amino acid models tend to be even more parameter-rich, because they involve 20 states instead of only four31,34–41. A significant
advantage of amino acid models is that they avoid many of
the problems associated with models at the nucleotide level,
such as nonstationary base compositional biases. However,
in these models, all nucleotide-encoded information is lost,
including that potentially relevant to the task of ancestral
reconstruction. Codon-based models of molecular evolution are among the most recent developments, and have the
advantage of incorporating information on both nucleotide
and amino acid levels. The original codon-based models
assumed equal nonsynonymous to synonymous rate ratios
among sites and lineages4,42. Subsequent models have allowed that ratio to vary across lineages and among sites in
the protein3,5, and have even incorporated unequal frequencies of different types of nonsynonymous substitutions
based on the nature of the amino acids involved43.

Prospects
As the studies reviewed here have demonstrated, tracing
the history of proteins through phylogeny can help determine when and how selection might have acted, and might
even identify specific amino acid residues that were the
targets of selection and important in molecular function.
Recreating inferred ancestral proteins in the laboratory is
a promising approach, allowing a direct assessment of the
function of ancestral molecules. The generation of specific
structure–function hypotheses using these approaches
can help orient laboratory studies on extant proteins using
site-directed mutagenesis and in vitro protein expression.
However, as we have highlighted, close attention to
uncertainties associated with phylogenetic hypotheses
and to the methodological issues associated with the inference of ancestral protein sequences is absolutely crucial13.
Where it is possible to infer ancestral sequences with
confidence, laboratory studies of the molecular function of
ancestral proteins can provide a variety of insights that
would be difficult to obtain in any other way. Inaccurate
assessments severely compromise the entire approach. In
view of the time and energy invested in such analyses,
especially those in which proteins are synthesized in the
lab, it seems wise to make every effort to thoroughly investigate alternative approaches to the inference problem,
and to take advantage of newly developed maximum likelihood approaches. In this connection, attention to the development of reasonable models of evolution is of the
utmost importance. This is crucial because it will often be
highly desirable to focus on only a few sequences, which
are examined closely, as opposed to having to examine
every possible resolution of uncertainties at a variety of
sites. It is also important to note that the computational
intensity of likelihood methods is primarily an impediment
in inferring phylogenetic relationships, and is not a major
problem for the inference of ancestral states using a given
tree, which can be calculated in a reasonable amount of
time even for fairly large data sets23.
TREE vol. 15, no. 3 March 2000

Box 2. Choosing a model of evolution using
likelihood ratio tests
An inappropriate model of evolution can lead to inconsistency of the likelihood analysis, and convergence to an incorrect result16,24,45. This possibility
can be reduced by selecting a model of evolution that displays a good fit to
the sequence data at hand.
Likelihood ratio tests allow the comparison of two models of evolution
that are nested with respect to one another, in order to determine whether
the more complex model fits the sequence data significantly better than
the simpler model28,46,47. For nested models, a more complex model (H1)
will contain all the parameters of the original model (H0), as well as additional parameters. If the models are not nested, they cannot be directly
compared using a likelihood ratio test; other methods, such as the generation of the distribution of the test statistic using Monte Carlo simulation,
must be used47. For nested models, a more complex model (H1) should fit
the data better than a simpler model (H0), as judged by the likelihood score
or the natural logarithm of the likelihood of each model (L0, L1). If H0 is correct, this difference in fit to the data can be approximated by a x2 distribution, with degrees of freedom (df) equal to the difference in the number
of parameters between the two models48:
2(L12L0) 5 x2[df]
However, if the observed difference is greater than the x2 critical value,
then the simpler model (H0) will be rejected and the more complex model
(H1) will be preferred. In other words, in this case, the more complex model
fits the data even better than would be expected because of its additional
parameters relative to the simpler model.

The studies reviewed here represent only a fraction
of the possibilities. To date, the focus has largely been on
identifying changes in a few key sites that have dramatically
altered protein function during the course of evolution.
Many questions remain. For example, are there also examples of the gradual accumulation of amino acid substitutions, eventually resulting in large functional differences?
Not only can these and other such questions of biochemical function be formulated in evolutionary terms, perhaps
now they can be answered in that context as well.
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